
What’s NeW ? 

The new features that have been added with the update.

                         Instant Geolocation Blocking
IndusGuard WAF now helps you select countries and block IPs from 
those geolocations right from the dashboard. It offers better control 
over regional traffic with instant rule to block it.

   Improved Vulnerability Reporting
Our updated security reports will provide better insights on policy 
violations by linking it with the existing vulnerability reports. It will help 
monitor threats for better security decisions.

   Enhanced Protection with Core Rule Set Update
The WAF 2.5 update also brings additions to core rule set for protection 
against advanced SQL injection and DDoS attacks.

   OWASP Top 10 Mapping
MSS report will provide a mapping of policy violations to OWASP Top 10 
categories to give a better insight w.r.t categories of attacks happening 
on your applications

What’s Better ?

The enhancements for improving security and usability.

Faster Request Turnaround
An improved policy configurator for backend MSS team to manage 
and update policies and this allows us to serve you faster and improve 
request response time.

Detailed DDoS Reporting
IndusGuard WAF reports will feature detailed distributed-denial-of-
service insights on attacks with actions taken to prevent them. It will 
help you understand web app security posture. 
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Enhanced Protection from SQL and XSS
Several updates in core rule set based on that will make WAF stronger 
against common Layer 7 attacks.     

Enhanced AWS Auto Scaling Support
The improved auto scaling support for AWS adjusts usage up and down 
based on application traffic variations so you pay only for what you use. 

Other Fixes

Security Patch Updates
The newer version of WAF also includes various security patches that 
make it strong internally and prevent attempts to bring our services 
down. It helps us maintain uptime and provide you continuous services. 
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